
After three years of playing Garth O’Hanlon in 
In Deep, Stephen Tompkinson feels that he has got
to know him very well.

“Garth’s a loner,” says Stephen.“He’s very
misguided and cuts himself off. He’d be hard work
to forge a relationship with, which is why he finds it
easier not to. He has no close relationships or
family ties to anyone as he doesn’t want the
responsibility of bringing anyone else into danger.”

The one person that Garth can get close to and
has always been able to rely on is his partner, Liam
Ketman (Nick Berry).At the end of the last series,
we saw Liam face the ultimate sacrifice, as his wife,
Pam, was murdered, and he battles with his
conscience, blaming himself for her death.As a
result of this, Garth has now become the more
responsible of the pair.

“Liam is the only real person who understands
Garth and the fact that they can depend on each
other totally is vital for the job that they do. But
Liam thinks it was his failure that led to the death
of his wife and believes that there isn’t anything
worth protecting anymore.

“It’s now up to Garth to keep an eye on Liam. He
can’t do without Liam, if Liam quit the job for any

reason, then Garth would never find another
partner who understands him so well.”

With Liam’s mind clearly not completely focused
on the job, Garth looks elsewhere for someone to
confide in and turns to Sophie (Fiona Allen), the
police psychologist.

“After Liam, Sophie’s the person who understands
Garth the most,” explains Tompkinson.“Sophie is
the only other constant in Garth’s life and I think
he really does care for her. It’s very rare that he
would meet anyone in his line of work who he
would have the time to forge a relationship with
and if he is attracted to someone while he’s
working, then that’s his undercover persona and
not himself.”

However, audiences will learn a little more about
Garth’s secretive background when his work takes
him back to his hometown of Liverpool.While
there, he decides to track down his first girlfriend
and unearths more than he bargained for.

“Garth feels like he’s going back home again and he
seems to have this new lease of life.They’ve given
him a safe house a couple of streets away from
where he was brought up. He goes back to see his
first love, who he hasn’t seen since he left Liverpool
at the age of 16, and finds out that she now has a
teenage son.”

Stephen, too, got more than he bargained for in
Liverpool while filming scenes for the second In
Deep film, Queen And Country. In the scene, a bomb
is left inside a pub, and explodes without warning.
As Garth, Stephen was across the street from the
pub making a phone call and gets caught up in the
action.

“I had to be in the same shot as the bomb, I was in
a phone box which had been hired.The bomb
exploded and went 150-200 feet in the air; the heat
was unbelievable. I was never in any danger but I
was very glad that phone box was there!”
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When he’s not working, there’s nothing that
Stephen enjoys more than relaxing with his 
wife, Nikki, and daughter, Daisy, at their home 
in Berkshire.

“Daisy is fantastic, she’s just turned two and she’s
very chatty. She loves books which is fantastic and
now knows all the birds in the British Bird Book!
She’s an absolute delight.”

After Stephen finishes In Deep, he’s off to the West
End to appear in a production of Joseph
Kesselring’s Arsenic And Old Lace.

“I’m really looking forward to it as it’s been three
years since I was last in the West End with Art. I’ll
be appearing on stage alongside Thelma Barlow and
Anne Reid from Dinnerladies and Michael Richards,
who plays Cosmo Kramer in Seinfeld. I like the
balance of doing theatre and television as they both
have their own rewards.”

Stephen’s Fact File

Home town – Stockton-on-Tees

Studied – Central School of Speech and Drama

Appeared in – Ted And Alice, Ballykissangel, Brassed
Off, Drop The Dead Donkey, Grafters.

Coming up – Lucky Jim and Arsenic And Old Lace in
the West End.

Who would play you when they make the
movie of your life?
Neil Dudgeon, I’m a huge fan.

Who makes you laugh?
I love Seinfeld and I watch the Paramount Comedy
Channel a lot. I’m a traditionalist and I really like
Laurel And Hardy.

What’s the first record that you bought?
Maurice Chevalier singing the music to The
Aristicats! At the moment I really like Travis but I
also love Sixties music.
Most beautiful London landmark?
The Albert Bridge at night.

Favourite EastEnders character?
It has to be Wicksy doesn’t it! I really like Jim
Branning (John Bardon). I think he and Dot
together are just brilliant.

Favourite film?
The Quiet Man, I think because it was a favourite of
my grandparents and it was also set in Ireland,
which is where they are from.

Most unusual job?
I used to work in a fruit and veg shop in St Anne’s
in Lancashire. I did everything from lugging 
52lb bags of potatoes around to preparing fish 
and chicken.

Favourite food?
It has to be roast lamb.

Favourite football team?
Middlesbrough FC. I go when I can, although I’m
usually working on a Saturday.Whenever we play
West Ham there’s usually the odd snide phone call
between myself and Nick! 

Did you know?
Stephen provided the voice of Tom in the 2001
Christmas special of Bob The Builder.
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As Liam Ketman, Nick Berry has had some difficult
scenes as Liam comes to terms with the death of
his wife, Pam, at the end of the second series.

“I think Liam feels somewhat responsible and
blames himself for his wife’s death,” explains Nick.
“Different people deal with grief in different ways
but, for Liam, the best form of therapy is to carry
on. Liam’s just thrown himself back into work,
really, to stop thinking.”

These are difficult times for Liam and now,
more than ever, he relies on his partner, Garth
(Stephen Tompkinson).

“In this series, Garth very much keeps Liam on
track when he isn’t completely focussed on the job,
whereas before, it was always Liam trying to keep 

Garth together.There are times when Liam might
appear to take too many risks.”

Garth is also the one who looks out for Liam’s
children and tries to make sure that Liam keeps 
in contact with them. For Nicola (Karianne
Henderson) and Max (Buster Reece), having lost
their mother, they need their father now more 
than ever. But Liam is finding it difficult to face up
to his responsibilities.

“I think there’s a huge lack of communication
between Liam and his children,” says Nick.“Liam
seems quite happy to shirk that responsibility of
looking after them and just hopes that they are
alright.Although the job does take over his life,
Liam could make more time for his children if he
really wanted to.

“People have always said to me to make the 
most of the time with your children because they
grow up so quickly. I’m very lucky in that I can
choose when to work and make sure I’m there 
for my children but, in Liam’s case, having been
married to the job for so long, he puts the family
stuff on the back burner.The kind of work that
they’re doing takes them away for long chunks 
of time, very much like actors in some ways, and 
it can be very hard and destructive if you have 
a family.”

Liam’s lack of focus becomes apparent when he and
Garth are undercover in Full Disclosure, as part of
an armed gang.As they make their getaway after a
robbery, their car is travelling at such high speed
that it ends up in a canal.

“When Liam and Garth are underwater, Liam gets
trapped in the car and it’s like he doesn’t care what
happens. Filming that scene was very daunting and
it did get a bit claustrophobic. Garth has to swim
down, bang on the car door and open it. Having sat
there, holding my breath waiting for him to save
me, I’ve never been so pleased to see Stephen
Tompkinson in all of my life!
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“We’re very lucky to be able to film scenes like
that, we get to do all kinds of things that people
would never normally get the chance to do.”

But it seems that not everyone enjoys the stunt
scenes as much as Nick and Stephen.

“There was one day during the last series when
Stephen’s mum was down on set,” recalls Nick.
“She was really surprised that it was always Garth
who was being beaten up and shot at! So Stephen
reassured her that this series he wasn’t going to
get bashed around quite so much. So far, she’s been
down twice; the first time he was in a car crash and
the second time there was an explosion!

“My family have also been down on set, but they
weren’t really all that impressed,” says Berry,
adding,“although they did like my trailer!”

Nick’s Fact File

Home town – Woodford, Essex

Studied – Sylvia Young Theatre School

Appeared in – Heartbeat, Harbour Lights,
EastEnders.

Who makes you laugh?
Peter Kay.

What was your most unusual job?
I was an assistant librarian for Petroleum
Economist on Fleet Street, which was my first job
when I was 16.And then I was a motorbike
messenger for the ticket booth in Leicester Square.

What’s the first record that you bought?
It was a reggae song called Sunny Soil which I heard
playing down the Roman Market when I was about
seven. Nowadays my kids choose the music and
they’re really into Shaggy! I also like Gomez and
Coldplay and I love Eighties music.

Favourite food
Peanut butter sandwich.

What vehicles do you own?
When I was a kid I was obsessed with toy cars 
and I still seem to be collecting them now! 
I have an old Mercedes, an old Citröen and an 
old E-type. Unfortunately I don’t get much chance
to drive them and I’m also running out of space to
keep them!

Favourite EastEnders character?
It has to be Dot Cotton because she’s been
consistently good and she makes me laugh.

Favourite football team?
West Ham United, they’re near the bottom of the
league at the moment but I’m sure that will change.
I don’t watch them as much anymore but maybe I’ll
start again now that the boys are getting older.

Favourite film?
It has to be Gone With The Wind.They don’t make
films like that anymore!

Did you know?
Nick appears in a documentary called Life After The
Square on BBC One later this year which features
a number of ex-EastEnders and discovers where
they are now.
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As Sophie, Fiona Allen has a tough job keeping both
Garth and Liam in check.“She has to be ahead of
the game all of the time because she is working
with such clever men,” explains Fiona.“They are
professional liars; they have to be to keep
themselves alive.They are very tough and try to
hoodwink her. But Sophie’s smart and doesn’t take
any nonsense from them!

“It’s vital that all undercover detectives see a
psychologist.They are like walking time bombs.”

Bury-born Fiona is loving the opportunity to “go
straight” after several years doing comedy, where
she is best known as one of the Smack The Pony
trio alongside Sally Phillips and Doon MacKichan.
“This is a massive challenge. It’s serious drama and
unlike anything I’ve ever done before,” she says.
“You have to really concentrate; you can’t be
laughing all the time. Having said that, Stephen is
always telling gags behind the scenes and Nick is a
real giggler!”

In this third series of In Deep, Fiona has some
particularly difficult scenes as Sophie is dragged
deeper into Liam and Garth’s world.“Something
happens to her that’s pretty horrible and it was
pretty grim to film,” she explains.“We shot the
scenes in the middle of the night so it was very
cold and dark. I knew what was going to happen
but it still sent shivers down my spine!”

Traumatised by events, Sophie doesn’t know where
to turn. Fiona explains:“She can’t tell Liam and
Garth because she sees it as a weakness to tell
them and she tries to be so tough. But eventually
she cracks and confides in Garth.”

Fiona is currently working on a film with Sally
Phillips and Doon MacKichan.“I play a mad killer
with a shaved head and a blue face, which I’ve not
done before! It’s a comedy, believe it or not! It’s
called Gladiatress and it’s made by ICON, Mel
Gibson’s company.”

And there’s another series of Happiness with Paul
Whitehouse and Johnny Vegas currently showing 
on BBC Two.“Paul is hilarious and fantastic to work
with,” says Fiona.“It’s a laugh a minute and, quite
often, we’re laughing between every scene,
although I suppose that’s to be expected with a
bunch of comics.

“I really like being able to do a mixture between
comedy and drama. I have one of those faces which
is demonic or cheeky, depending on how I wake up!”

When she’s not working there’s nothing that Fiona
likes more than to turn her hand to a bit of
cooking.“I’m not a bad cook,” says Fiona.“I have a
Spanish mother and so I grew up on good food. I
can cook Mediterranean food myself and find it
quite relaxing!”

And like her colleague, Stephen Tompkinson, Fiona
is the proud parent of a young toddler.“Honey is
21 months old now and I really enjoy spending 
time playing with her, and we love going 
shopping together!”
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